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Microsoft Office 365 Planner allows you to plan and execute projects seamlessly based 
on organizational data. It provides visibility into teams’ operations, deadlines, 
categorization, and prioritization of tasks, greatly enhancing project outcomes. It is 
imperative to protect data on Planner to ensure it is always available when needed. 
Read the comparison of robust solutions for Microsoft Planner backup and restore. 

Organizations encounter significant challenges when utilizing MS Planner for business 
purposes, including:  

Why You Need Planner 
Backup and Restore Solutions 

Human errors. 
Undoubtedly, inaccurate data generated by human error may 
significantly influence project team performance. 

Data loss. 
As a result of human errors, important information can be lost. 

Stalled projects and low productivity. 
When teams lose essential data, they are unable to complete 
tasks. This leads to missed deadlines, postponed projects, and 
halted productivity. 

Financial loss. 
Abandoned projects and lost data always result in reduced 
revenue. In the worst-case scenario, losing sensitive consumer 
information might lead to negligence lawsuits. 



Unfortunately, Planner has a few fundamental limitations that make it impossible to 
address these challenges. Namely:

AvePoint and FluentPro Backup are among the top choices for Microsoft Planner 
backup and restore. These tools offer incredible features that can benefit your 
business. But how do they compare? Here is how.   

FluentPro Backup for Microsoft Planner is a cloud-based backup and restore solution 
that provides trustworthy data protection. To avoid human errors risks, this tool 
automatically creates backups of project data. 

In addition, you may save project versions as changes are made, perform continuous 
backups, and retrieve data from a version created at a given moment. 

FluentPro Backup solution stores data on Microsoft Azure for optimal security and 
dependability.  

It lacks built-in data backup and restoration capabilities.  

There is no way to restore lost tasks, plans, or information. 

FluentPro Backup and AvePoint for 
Planner Backup  

FluentPro Backup 
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Create a backup schedule. 

Enable continuous automatic backup. 

Conduct on-demand backups. 

Perform partial and complete backups. 

Recover damaged data from a previous backup copy. 

Back up resources, tasks, groups, and projects. 

Automatically restore project data. 

AvePoint is a cloud-to-cloud backup service that backs up and restores Planner data. 
The system gives you limitless automated backups and secure storage, undertaken in 
your cloud or Azure storage. Therefore, you can choose the amount of data you want 
to store and when to store it. Also, AvePoint allows you to make granular and 
on-demand item-level restoration. 

In a nutshell, this backup and restore system offers your organization the following 
capabilities:  

With this backup and restore software, your business can do the following: 

Automated data backup and restore. 

Full or incremental backup. 

Granular restore. 

On-demand recovery 

Backup schedule. 

AvePoint 



Feature FluentPro Backup AvePoint

B A C K U P

Group Backup

Plan Backup

Buckets

Tasks

Attachments

Notes

Assigments

Name

Labels

Progress

Priority

Start date

Due date

Checklists

Comments

Repeat

Plan selection for backup

All

Selected

Ignored

Scheduled Backup

Manual Backup

Cancel Backup

Search Backup

Delete Backups

Export Backup to Excel

Backup Summary



Feature FluentPro Backup AvePoint

R E S T O R E

Restore Plan

Granular Restore

Restore Plan as a copy

Merge with existing

Delete Plan before restore

Restore Plan to the same group

Restore Plan to another group

Restore task

Attachments 

Notes

Assigments

Name

Labels

Progress

Priority

Start date

Due date

Checklists

Comments

Repeat

Restore Group

Microsoft 365 group name and 
description

Microsoft 365 group mail nickname 
and email addresses

Microsoft 365 group Privacy and 
General Settings

Microsoft 365 group owners

Microsoft 365 group members



As you can see, both solutions offer robust backup and restore functionalities for 
Microsoft 365. However, they differ in features, such as export options and 
granular restore capabilities.  

FluentPro Backup for Microsoft Planner is an optimal solution. It provides all 
necessary automated backup and restore features. Unlike AvePoint, the interface 
is simpler and user-friendly.  

FluentPro Backup brings numerous values to your organization: 

Conclusion  

Reliable protection of Microsoft Planner data. 

Fully automated backup and restore. 

Reduced data loss and human error risks. 

Security, with all data stored in the cloud. 

Reduced costs and emergencies caused by data damage. 

Improved productivity.
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